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Abstract The ad hoc wireless exchange of position and velocity information
between vehicles enables a plethora of new applications that can increase the
safety and efficiency of driving. Efficient and reliable flooding mechanisms
for vehicular applications mandate correct and timely received positions, ve-
hicular safety applications even more so. This work first assesses the impact
of different position faking attackers on the “goodput” of Multi-Hop Vehicu-
lar Beacon Broadcast (MHVB-B), a dissemination mechanism for vehicular
networks. Then we use a set of known and simple heuristics to improve the
detection of fake positions within MHVB-B data and briefly assess their im-
pact on the goodput. At the core of this work, we define a framework for
integrating arbitrary trust sensors using Bayesian reasoning and describe a
way to determine their contribution to the overall assessment of message
trustworthiness, that we model as a conditional probability.

1 Introduction

Vehicular communication based on wireless short-range technology facilitates
a plethora of new applications at low cost for safety, traffic efficiency, and
infotainment using direct or multi-hop communication. Securing vehicular
communication does not only involve preventive security measures to ensure
access control (authorization) of nodes and ensure integrity, authenticity, and
confidentiality of messages. It also involves detection and reaction methods.
This is particularly true in large networks, where integrity and authenticity
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does not guarantee the correctness of transmitted data due to insider attacks
or faulty nodes.

For many vehicular applications, mobility data beaconing is necessary for
cooperative message distribution (routing) or cooperative safety applications
(cooperative awareness). Each node periodically sends out mobility data, i.e.,
position and velocity. The algorithms for mobility data beaconing have to
introduce little overhead, and be scalable and robust in order to account for
the properties of vehicular networks, i.e., short vehicle contact times, the
network size, and the adverse radio environment. Consequently, important
quality of service parameters for mobility data beaconing are timeliness of
delivery (success rate) and how much of intended geographic area really has
been covered. Mariyasagayam et al. present an algorithm for vehicular bea-
coning in pre-defined geo-regions by means of efficient flooding in [1] and an
enhanced version in [2]. The algorithm, called MHVB-B, Multi-Hop Vehicu-
lar Beacon Broadcast, achieves a higher message dissemination success rate
by selectively repeating messages based on distance from the originator. In
this paper, we will discuss and assess the impact of position faking attacks
on MHVB-B.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the objectives
an attacker pursues with mobility data manipulation. Section 3 presents sim-
ulations we carried out on the impact of position faking nodes on MHVB-B
and the impact of simple checks to assess incoming positions. In Section 4 we
outline a novel trust framework and describe how arbitrary trust sensors can
be integrated into the framework. Section 5 concludes this paper and outlines
future work.

1.1 Related Work

With respect to security, it is commonly agreed that anonymous certificates
and digital signatures should be part of a security solution for vehicular
communication. IEEE 1609.2 [3], for example is a standard describing how to
secure messages for vehicular communication using ECDSA as a mandatory
asymmetric crypto-algorithm. Solutions based on certificates have also be
proposed by Raya et al. [4] and Festag et al.[5], and Gerlach [6], for example.
For the sake of this work, we assume certificates and signatures to prevent
Sybil attacks. In [7], Golle et al. present a general approach to assess the
validity of data in VANETs. Based on available sensor information, each
node builds a model and attempts to find the simplest explanation for the
received data with this model. The paper focuses on presenting a theoretic
framework. Leinmüller et al. carried out simulations to evaluate the impact
of position-faking nodes on geographic forwarding [8] and propose position
verification algorithms in [9]. In particular, they found that using plausibility
checks can detect the majority of false position reports.
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2 Mobility Data Manipulation

Mobility data faking describes the process of changing a node’s true position
and velocity to fake values with the purpose of injecting those into the ve-
hicular network. Current work identifies position faking or manipulation as a
probable attack and describes ways to inject fake data into the network, e.g.,
by manipulation of sensor input to the on board unit. Aijaz et al. describe
ways to manipulate the input to the on board unit [10, Figure 6], and hence
the way to achieve the attack. Assuming the attacker has found a way to
inject false movement information into the network, it should be discussed
what kinds of change to mobility data can be detected – and what their
potential impact may be.

Faking its identity, a node carries out a Sybil attack – potentially with
different sets of mobility data. A Sybil attack can make the recipients believe
that there is a traffic jam ahead, for example. For the sake of this work, we
assume that Sybil attacks can be prevented using short lived certificates for
vehicle authorization as discussed in Section 1.1. This reduces our discussion
to faking position, speed and heading.

Faking the position of a node means that an offset is added to the position
before it is sent out such that the fake position matches the objectives of the
attacker. The attacker’s objective can be to attack a certain node, or a certain
mechanism, independent from the node. The same holds true for velocities,
i.e., heading and speed. Consequently, we need to discuss the attacker’s ob-
jectives in order to find out probable attacks with changed positions and
velocities. For vehicular settings, geo-addressing, i.e., rather addressing a ge-
ographic region than a certain node, is an important feature. Typically, there
are two different phases for geo-addressed delivery of packets: line-forwarding
and area-forwarding. The first is used to efficiently transport the message to
the area of interest and the latter is used for disseminating the information
within the target area. Position based routing mechanisms are often used for
the line-forwarding. For area-forwarding, flooding is an example for a simple
strategy. While attacks on greedy forwarding for line forwarding have been
looked at by Leinmüller et al. (cf. Section 1), we will discuss the impact of
position faking nodes at MHVB-B, i.e., an efficient area forwarding algorithm.

The objective of an attacker with respect to the networking mechanism will
be the disruption of communication or the isolation of certain nodes. Look-
ing at the above requirements, an attacker will attempt to spoil timeliness
of delivery, and to decrease the number of nodes that can be reached within
the destination region. The only way to achieve this is by faking movement
information that prevent all potential forwarders sending their message to
the next hop. Potential forwarders in MHVB-B are selected implicitly and in
a distributed fashion as a function of distance to the sender. By overhearing
the channel, MHVB-B nodes avoid duplicate retransmissions after receiving
a packet from a node with a larger distance to the sender than itself. Conse-
quently, a potentially viable attack on MHVB-B would be a forwarder that
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fakes its own position to be farther away from the source node (and calcu-
lates its back-off accordingly). Like this, receiving nodes in optimal position
for retransmission would back-off and the packet may not receive all intended
receivers in the defined region. Apart from this, the most relevant threat will
be the dissemination of false positions for the use in applications, such that
the attacker can cause accidents, gain an advantage (a free road) or otherwise
use the system for harming people.

3 Simulation Results – Attacker Impact

For the analysis of possible attacks on mobility data we created an attacker
framework in ns-2. We use the attacker framework to test the influence of
different attacks on MHVB-B.

In our current framework, the malicious behavior of an attacker node can
be realized through the assignment of an attack function, respective parame-
ters, and attack timing to this node. The attack function parameters contain
the type of attack that should be carried out. From the implementation side,
the attacker code can easily be integrated into existing mobility aware nodes
by inserting a manipulate()-function into a simulation agent’s code before
submitting positions for sending. Configuration of the attacker is done in a
dedicated file using tcl according to the typical ns-2 configuration files.

Attacker Type Used Parameters Description

Normal node attacker functype The node works as expected

OFFSET Attacker adds a predefined offset to the real position
attacker xpos dist,
attacker ypos dist

Value to define the value of the offset to be
added

attacker random xpos,
attacker random ypos

Flag to define which direction shall be changed
by attacker (x, y, or both). Value is changed
within a predefined range

SCALE Attacker changes the real position by scaling position coordinates
attacker xpos times,
attacker ypos times

Value to define the value of the scale factor

attacker random xpos,
attacker random ypos

Flag to define which direction shall be changed
by attacker (x, y, or both). Value is changed
within a predefined range

RANDOM Attacker provides random values within simulation area
attacker random xpos
attacker random ypos

Flag to define which direction shall be chosen
randomly

Table 1 Attacker framework configuration parameters

Table 1 summarizes the main parameters and functions of our attacker
framework for the definition of our attackers. For the purpose of this work
we consider the offset type as the most commonly used attacker type. If the
offset value is calculated not in a random manner but according to the current
goal, these attackers may be widely used for modeling different situations.
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The offset attacker may sensibly model a malicious node with a purpose. The
scale attacker has been included for completeness but we currently do not see
a sensible application of this attacker. The random attacker can efficiently
model broken units that simply send around arbitrary positions.

3.1 Impact on MHVB-B

We run simulations for MHVB-B using our attacker framework with a variety
of attackers. To estimate the effectiveness of the MHVB-B, the performance
parameter success rate (sr) was defined for a node as the following ratio [1]:

sr =
pkt number rcvd within threshold

total rcvd pkt number
, where (1)

pkt number rcvd within threshold is the number of packets received by a
node within the threshold=0.3s and is within the 400m radius of the origina-
tor, and total rcvd pkt number is the total number of packets received by the
same node during the entire simulation time. sr did not change significantly
due to the definition of sr: if an intermediate attacker node drops received
packets, the receiver node does not know that these packets were issued by
the sender node and, as a result, does not change its total rcvd pkt number.
By contrast, for simulating the impact of position faking nodes on MHVB-
B, packets lost inside the network due to the different malicious actions,
dropping packets etc. must additionally be taken into account by the perfor-
mance analysis algorithm. Therefore, in order to make the attacker impact
on MHVB-B visible, we define a new performance parameter, called message
goodput. This parameter can be described as follows:

message goodput =
good pkt number rcvd within threshold

total rcvd pkt number
, where (2)

good pkt number rcvd within threshold is the number of packets with cor-
rect, i.e., usable, movement information received by a node within the thresh-
old=0.3 seconds and is within the 400m range of the originator, and to-
tal rcvd pkt number is the total number of packets received by the same node
during the entire simulation time. For our simulation, we counted correct and
detected false positions as contribution to the good packet number. We argue
that even some of the detected false positions may be used, depending on the
given and assumed accuracy.
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3.1.1 Impact of Attackers on Goodput
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Fig. 1 Impact of different attackers on MHVB-B goodput without plausibility control.
(a) single lane scenario (b) highway scenario

Figure 1 depicts the impact of position manipulation attacks on the good-
put of MHVB-B for different attackers and attacker densities, and different
movement scenarios as a function of distance between nodes. As first move-
ment scenario we chose a single lane scenario with the length of 10 km and
the node density of 30 node per km similar to the one described in [1]. For
the second scenario, we took a realistic highway movement scenario with two
lanes 15 km and the average node density of 7 nodes per km. Simulation time
was 2 min for both cases. All attackers were offset attackers with different
offset values. Together with the normal mode (without attacker in the net-
work) we studied the attacker penetration of 20%, 40%, and 80% for each
scenario. Figure 1 shows that goodput is degraded by the attacker by about
the amount of attackers in the network for each distance. We can observe a
significant difference between the normal case and the offset attackers (with
the offset value 300m and the penetration rate of 80%) over the entire simu-
lation time with no significant difference between the two scenarios in terms
of goodput degradation.

Figure 2 presents the simulation results after applying simple plausibility
control mechanism which comprised the plausibility checking using two well-
known plausibility sensors – ART (acceptance range threshold) and MGT
(mobility grade threshold) (cf. [9]). The impact of the plausibility checking
can be derived from comparing this figure with Figure 1. We observe a signifi-
cant improvement in message goodput for all cases except the offset attackers
along the y-axis in the single lane movement scenario. This fact, as well as
the remaining difference in message goodput between the normal mode and
the integrated attackers, is due to the relatively weak plausibility checks,
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X_OFFSET attackers with plausibility checking
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Fig. 2 Using plausibility mechanisms to improve goodput. (a) single lane scenario (b)
highway scenario

which only detect significant position deviations and calls for the integration
of more elaborate mechanisms. We are currently developing those for the use
of our framework based on the Kalman filter.

4 Detecting and Handling False Mobility Data

The discussions and results in the previous sections identified the need for the
assessment of movement information and appropriate measures of reaction
and more elaborate checks. In this section, we will discuss a probabilistic
framework detection of false movement data.

At the core of our discussion are the notions of trust and trustworthiness.
While trust typically contains the element of a decision already – we decide to
trust somebody or not – this is typically based on the evaluation of the trust-
worthiness of that person, its statements and behaviour. Along those lines, an
application will decide to trust the given data, while our system attempts to
assess the trustworthiness of this data beforehand. This distinction should be
borne in mind for our trust sensors, which are really trustworthiness sensors.

4.1 Detection and Fusion – Trust Evaluation

Taking up the ideas of security sensor fusion of Gerlach et al. [11] and re-
fining their work, we are currently implementing a framework for detecting
and tagging movement information based on the input from different trust
sensors. Incoming mobility data messages are assessed in the trust evalua-
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tion module that uses Bayesian inference for obtaining a statement about the
trustworthiness of the given data using a value in the interval [0, 1] that can
be interpreted as a probability. The trust decision is then taken by mobil-
ity data users. Both trust evaluation and decision methods may use context
data to include more information about the environment for more accurate
decisions.

Trust Sensor 1

Basic Trust

Trust Sensor N

Node ID, 
Position, PositionConfidence, 

Speed, SpeedConfidence, 
Heading, HeadingConfidence

Node ID,
Position, PositionConfidence, Trust 

Speed, SpeedConfidence, Trust
Heading, HeadingConfidence, Trust

Trust Evaluation by Sensor FusionMobility Data Input Assessed Mobility Data 

Fig. 3 Data flow in the sensor fusion framework

Figure 3 depicts the input, output and data fusion process of our trust
framework. A simple set of movement information comprises a node’s posi-
tion, speed, and heading. Acceleration would complete the picture, but we
do not take it into account here. Note that a set of movement information is
atomic, in the sense that it must be evaluated as a whole. For our trust eval-
uation system we assume that (1) accuracy information (confidence values)
is an integral part of the movement information, (2) trust sensor information
is fused using recursive application of Bayesian inference rule (the output
of the n-th sensor is the input to the n + 1-th reasoning step), and (3) we
can estimate the first prior probability as the basic trust of the system as
discussed in Section 4.2.1.

At the core of Bayesian inference – a well-known method of statistical
inference – is the inversion formula P (C|sensor) = P (sensor|C)P (C)

P (sensor) . In terms
of probability ratios, the formula can be written as (see also [12]):

P (C|sensor)
P (¬C|sensor)

=
P (sensor|C)

P (sensor|¬C)
P (C)

P (¬C)
(3)

Taking positions as an example, the hypothesis C translates to “the po-
sition is correct”. sensor is the notation to describe the knowledge and cor-
responding algorithms used in the sensor. The probability P (C|sensor) de-
scribes the probability C is true given the sensor reading. This translates to
the trustworthiness of the position given the sensor reading. The ratios in
Equation 3 are typically described as odds, likelihood ratio, and prior odds.
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The relevant input from a trust sensor is the likelihood ratio. Given the odds
after one sensor’s likelihood ratio contribution, another’s likelihood ratio can
be used to recursively update trustworthiness in Equation 3.

4.2 Trustworthiness Sensors

Every trust(worthiness) sensor provides the likelihood ratio L(sensor|C) as
input to the fusion process:

L(sensor|C) =
P (sensor|C)

P (sensor|¬C)
(4)

Equation 4 requires us to estimate the probabilities for P (sensor|C), i.e.,
the probability that our sensor confirms a correct message, and the prob-
ability that our sensor falsely confirms a wrong message (P (sensor|¬C)).
Sometimes we can directly estimate this ratio not even using probabilities,
sometimes we need to use repeated trials (or a virtual experiment) to obtain
these values. Note that it is not necessary that these two probabilities sum
to unity.

4.2.1 Basic Trust Sensor – Prior Trust

The choice of the first prior probability, or equivalently the prior odds is cru-
cial for using the Bayes formula in the recursive form. We propose to interpret
the prior probability as the basic trust a node has in its environment. Basic
trust models the general trustworthiness a node assigns to a statement before
even assessing it, and is typically a function of a node’s prior experiences.

For our communication based system this probability represents our belief
that a message is correct when we receive one. Again given our Hypothesis C
from above, this can be written as conditional probability P (C|basic), where
basic is the statement “we received a message”. Assumed, due to system
measurements, an in depth risk analysis, and appropriate security measures,
we knew the average fraction of correct messages received is 99% then we
could directly set this value as basic trust. For future definitions of basic
trust our framework also allows the definition of individual, time, and position
dependent basic trust.

4.2.2 Reception Range Threshold

Leinmüller et al. defined the acceptance range threshold (ART) sensor as a
simple heuristic that only accepts positions from within the acceptance range
[9]. The rationale behind ART is that it is impossible to receive a message
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from beyond the reception range due to the radio system constraints. Even
though intuitively correct, it is difficult to model the power of trustworthiness
statements and hence its contribution to the overall assessment to our sensor
fusion system. Consequently, we extend the model of the acceptance range
to what we call the reception-range-sensor to make it more accurate, and be
able to include it into our sensor fusion framework.

X
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.

Fig. 4 Model of the reception probability sensor: (a) Overview (b) Probability of reception
function over distance

Figure 4 depicts the underlying model for the reception range sensor, both
how it can be visualized in real life (Figure 4-(a)), as well as a function of
the reception probability over the distance (Figure 4-(b)). P (d) could be an
arbitrary function modelling the relation between reception probability and
distance to the sender. Now defining dNodeB as the claimed distance of Node
B from the receiving node, a as the accuracy of this claim, we can calculate
the likelihood ratio for this sensor as follows:

Ldist =

dNodeB+a∫
dNodeB−a

P (δ)dδ

∞∫
0

P (δ)dδ −
dNodeB+a∫
dNodeB−a

P (δ)dδ

(5)

Note that the transition from reality to the model depicted in Figure 4
does not account for the circular area around the position of Node B, to
reduce complexity of the algorithm. Similarly, we do not take into account
the accuracy of node A’s position as we assume that it knows its position
with a relatively high accuracy. Further, the above likelihood ratio only takes
into account the distance from the receiver. Hence, it is not yet complete:
the position can still be at any angle from the distance. Therefore, we need
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to add the probability that the given position is indeed within the direction
it claims to be. The likelihood ratio can be calculated as:

Langle =
Ψ

π
=

arctan a
dNodeB

π
(6)

Ψ describes the angle spanned by the right angle triangle a (opposite leg)
and dNodeB (adjacent leg) as depicted in Figure 4-(a). As the distance and the
angle are independent by the definition of polar coordinates, we can combine
the two likelihood ratios to obtain the new likelihood ratio:

P (RRS|H)
P (RRS|¬H)

= LRRS = LdistanceLangle (7)

LRRS is the overall likelihood of our reception range sensor counting the
evidence RRS. We can now obtain P (sensor|C) and P (sensor|¬C) by re-
quiring the numerator N and denomitator D of Equation 7 to sum to unity.

4.3 Trust Decision – Handling False Data

In general, every application or networking mechanism defines its own way
to deal with untrustworthy data. It can define the level below which it deems
something too untrustworthy to act upon or it acts in the case of untrust-
worthy information – such as an intrusion detection system. In addition, this
trust threshold may also depend on the situation the given node is in.

In the case of MHVB-B, different choices are possible. In first simula-
tions carried out in this work, an MHVB-B node receiving false information
dropped that particular message. As a result any (detected) false message
was eliminated in the first hop. As repeaters may also cheat with their posi-
tion and thus have an adverse impact on the reachable geographic region it
may be prudent for intermediate nodes to check the position of the forwarder
and – if this is not trustworthy – resend the packet. Even though this may
result in a higher channel use, it would also make the protocol more resistant
against false positions.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we evaluated the impact of position faking attackers on MHVB-
B, an efficient dissemination protocol. After the initial results presented here,
we conclude that the networking mechanism of MHVB-B seems to be fairly
robust to position faking. For better visualization of the impact of position
faking nodes, we created a new measure – goodput – that reflects the num-
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ber of usable positions sent around in the network. We used well-known and
simple plausibility mechanisms to improve the goodput and conclude that a
more elaborate framework with more accurate trust sensors must be devel-
oped that we presented thereafter.

Future work will include to improve our attacker framework and carry out
more simulations confirming the robustness of MHVB-B. Further we need to
find a more accurate metric to reflect the impact of position faking to the
networking mechanism. Last but not least, we will implement, evaluate and
use our sensor-fusion framework to integrate more trust sensors, and develop
more accurate trust sensors.
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